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Abstract 
Wavelength‐routed all‐optical networks have been receiving significant attention for high‐capacity 
transport applications. Good routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithms are critically 
important in order to improve the performance of wavelength‐routed WDM networks. Multifibre WDM 
networks, in which each link consists of multiple fibres and each fibre carries information on multiple 
wavelengths, offer the advantage of reducing the effect of the wavelength continuity constraint without 
using wavelength converters. A wavelength that cannot continue on the next hop on the same fibre can 
be switched to another fibre using an optical cross‐connect (OXC) if the same wavelength is free on one 
of the other fibres. However, the cost of a multifibre network is likely to be higher than a single‐fibre 
network with the same capacity, because more amplifiers and multiplexers/demultiplexers may be 
required. The design goal of a multifibre network is to achieve a high network performance with the 
minimum number of fibres. 
In this paper, we study the blocking performance of fixed‐paths least‐congestion (FPLC) routing in 
multifibre WDM networks. A new analytical model with the consideration of link‐load correlation is 
developed to evaluate the blocking performance of the FPLC routing. The analytical model is a 
generalized model that can be used in both regular (e.g. mesh‐torus) and irregular (e.g. NSFnet) 
networks. It is shown that the analytical results closely match the simulation results, which indicate that 
the model is adequate in analytically predicting the performance of the FPLC routing in different 
networks. 
Two FPLC routing algorithms, wavelength trunk (WT)‐based FPLC and lightpath (LP)‐based FPLC, are 
developed and studied. Our analytical and simulation results show that the LP‐based FPLC routing 
algorithm can use multiple fibres more efficiently than the WT‐based FPLC and the alternate path routing. 
In both the mesh‐torus and NSFnet networks, limited number of fibres is sufficient to guarantee high 
network performance. 
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Blocking Performance Analysis of Fixed-PathsLeast-Congestion Routing in Multiber WDM NetworksLing Li and Arun K. SomaniDepartment of Electrical and Computer EngineeringIowa State University, Ames, IA 50010, USAABSTRACTWavelength-routed all-optical networks have been receiving signicant attention for high-capacity transport applica-tions. A good routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm is critically important to improve the performanceof wavelength-routed WDM networks. We study the blocking performance of xed-paths least-congestion (FPLC)routing in multiber WDM networks in this paper. A new analytical model based on the link-load correlation isdeveloped to evaluate the blocking performance of the FPLC routing. The analytical model is a generalized modelthat can be used in both regular (e.g. mesh-torus) and irregular (e.g. NSFnet) networks. It is shown that theanalytical results closely match the simulation results, which indicates that the model is adequate in analyticallypredicting the performance of the FPLC routing in dierent networks.Multiber WDM networks oer the advantage of reducing the eect of the wavelength continuity constraintwithout using wavelength converters. A wavelength that cannot continue on the next hop on the same ber can beswitched to another ber using an optical cross-connect (OXC) if the same wavelength is free on one of the otherbers. However, the cost of a multiber network is likely to be higher than a single-ber network with the samecapacity, because more ampliers and multiplexer/demultiplexer may be required. The design goal of a multibernetwork is to achieve high network performance with the minimum number of bers.Two FPLC routing algorithms, wavelength trunk (WT)-based FPLC and lightpath (LP)-based FPLC, are pro-posed and studied. Our analytical and simulation results show that the LP-based FPLC routing algorithm can usemultiple bers more eciently than the WT-based FPLC and the alternate path routing. In both the mesh-torusand NSFnet networks, limited number of bers is sucient to guarantee high network performance.Keywords: Wavelength Division Multiplexing, Optical Networks, Least Congestion Routing, and Multiber Net-works 1. INTRODUCTIONWith the development of the Internet and World Wide Web, the network bandwidth requirements have increased dra-matically in recent years. The research, development, and deployment of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)technology are now evolving at a rapid pace1 to full the increasing bandwidth requirement and deploy new net-work services. All-optical networks employing wavelength-division multiplexing and wavelength routing are a viablesolution for future wide-area networks (WANs) and metropolitan-area networks (MANs). These wavelength-routedWDM networks oer the advantages of protocol transparency and simplied management and processing comparedto routing in systems using digital cross-connects.2In wavelength-routed all-optical WDM networks, a lightpath is an `optical communication path' between twonodes, established by allocating the same wavelength throughout the route of the transmitted data.4 The require-ment that the same wavelength must be used on all the links along the selected path is known as the wavelengthcontinuity constraint. Two lightpaths can use the same ber link, only if they use dierent wavelengths. A connec-tion request encounters high performance degradation because of the wavelength continuity constraint. Wavelengthconverters have been proposed to overcome the wavelength continuity constraint. However, the technology of all-optical wavelength conversion is not mature yet. The cost of wavelength converters is likely to remain high in thenear future. Using multiple bers on each link in WDM networks is an alternate solution to conquer the wavelengthFurther author information: (Send correspondence to Arun K. Somani; WWW: http://shasta.ee.iastate.edu;E-mail: arun@iastate.edu; Phone: (515) 294-0941; Fax: (515) 294-2678 )Ling Li: E-mail: lingli@iastate.edu





Figure 1. Calls arriving and leaving on a two-hop path.analytical results to the simulation results. The numerical results show that a small number of bers per link aresucient to guarantee high network performance in both the regular mesh-torus networks and the irregular NSFnet.We make our concluding remarks in Section 4.1.1. Review of the Markov chain (MC) Model for Single-Fiber NetworksIn this section, we review the fundamental ideas of the link-load correlation model. For lack of space, we omitexplaining of the details of the model and ask the reader to refer to11 when necessary. The model starts by consideringa two-hop path as shown in gure 1. We use hop and link interchangeably throughout this paper. The states ofa two-hop path can be modeled using a three-dimensional Markov chain as follows. Let Cl be the number of callsthat enter the path at node 0 and leave at node 1. Let Cc be the number of calls that enter the path at node 0 andcontinue on to the second link. And let Ce be the number of calls that enter the path at node 1. Therefore, thenumber of calls that use the rst link is Cl + Cc and the number of calls that use the second link is Cc + Ce. Sincethe number of calls on a link cannot exceed the total number of available wavelengths, W , we have Cl + Cc  W ,and Cc+Ce W . The following conditional probabilities can be derived for the three-dimensional MC on a two-hoppath: R(nf2 jxf1 ; zc2 ; yf2) = Prfnf2 wavelengths are free on a two-hop path j xf1 wavelengths are freeon the rst hop of the path, zc2 wavelengths are busy on both of the linkcarrying calls that continue from the rst to the second hop,and yf2 wavelengths are free on the second hopg ; (1)U(zc2 jxf1 ; yf2) = Prfzc2 wavelengths are occupied by continuing calls from the rst link to thesecond link j xf1 wavelengths are free on the rst link, and yf2 wavelengthsare free on the second linkg= P (Cc = zc2 j Cl + Cc =W   xf1 ; Ce + Cc =W   yf2) ; (2)and S(yf2 jxf1) = Prfyf2 wavelengths are free on the second link of a path j xf1 wavelengths are freeon the rst link of the path g= P (Ce + Cc =W   yf2 j Cl + Cc =W   xf1) : (3)Here U(zc2 jxf1 ; yf2) and S(yf2 jxf1 ) are functions of the steady-state probability of state (cl; cc; ce) that is given by(cl; cc; ce) = (l )clcl! (c )cccc! (e )cece!FXj=0 F jXi=0 F jXk=0 (l )ii! (c )jj! (e )kk! ; 0  cl + cc  F; 0  cc + ce  F; (4)where l; c; e are the arrival rates of calls that leave the rst link, continue from the rst link to the second link,and enter at the second link, respectively. 1= is the expected value of the exponentially distributed call holdingtime.













































Figure 2. Dierent wavelength trunks on a two-hop path. RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2) = Prfthe probability that bNf2 WTs are free on a two-hop path j bXf1 WTs are freeon the rst hop of the path, yf2 LCs are free on the second hop, and zc2 LCs are busy on both of the linksoccupied by continuing calls from the rst to the second hopyg.The diculty in computing RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2) results from the continuing calls from the rst hop to thesecond hop. To simplify the computation, we divide the W WTs on the two-hop path into dierent groups as shownin Figure 2. Each wavelength trunk consists of F bers. A lled slot in the gure indicates that that wavelengthtrunk is busy, that is, it is fully occupied on the link. An unlled slot indicates that the wavelength trunk is free, thatis, the wavelength trunk may be partially occupied or free on every ber. The conditional distribution of continuingcalls is computed in each group.Notations We dene the following steady-state probabilities that are used in obtainingRWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2). P1( bZc2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2) = Prf bZc2 busy WTs are occupied completely by continuing calls j bXf1 WTs are free onthe rst hop, yf2 LCs are free on the second hop, and zc2 busy LCs continue from the rst to the second hopg. P2(zpXb1 jzpc2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1) = PrfzpXb1 continuing calls are in the subgroupG( bXb1) j zpc2 calls are randomly distributedin groups G( bXb1) and G( bXf1), and no busy WT is occupied completely by zpc2 continuing calls z g. P3(yXb1 jzpXb1 ; zpXf1 ; yb2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1) = PrfyXb1 LCs are free on the second hop in group G( bXb1 ) j zpXb1 LCs arein group G( bXb1 ), zpXf1 LCs are in group G( bXf1 ), and yb2 calls are randomly distributed in groups G( bXb1) andG( bXf1) g. P4( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zpXf1 ; yXf1 ) = Prf bNf2 WTs are free on the two-hop path j all of the WTs are free on the rst hop,yXf1 LCs are free on the second hop, and zpXf1 calls continue from the rst hop to the second hop g.yWe put a hat on the variables for the number of WTs, to dierentiate them from the variables for the number of LCs ona link, throughout this paper.zSince the busy WTs that are occupied completely by continuing calls are in the G(bZc2) group, the number of continuingcalls that only partially occupy a WT in other groups are indicated by zp.
Computation of RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2) Let w be the number of considered WTs on a link, w  W . wis used as a subscript in the expressions of this paper to indicate that the computation of the expressions is onw WTs. The probabilities P1( bZc2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2)w, P2(zpXb1 jzpc2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1)w, P3(yXb1 jzpXb1 ; zpXf1 ; yb2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1)w andP4( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zpXf1 ; yXf1 )w can be derived using Figure 2 as follows:P1( bZc2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2)w =8>>>><>>>>: 0 bZc2 + bXf1 > W or yf2 + zc2 > WF ; WbZc2f(zpc2 ;w;F )wFzc2  otherwise ; (7)where zpc2 = zc2   bZc2F , and f(z; w; F ) is the number of ways of distributing z LCs to w WTs such that every WTis free. Note that each WT consists of F bers. Suppose j = b zF c. f(z; w; F ) is given by14f(z; w; F ) = 8>>>>><>>>>>: 0 z > (w   1)FwFz  j = 0wFz   jXi=1 wi f(z   iF; w   i; F ) otherwise: (8)P2(zpXb1 jzpc2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1)w = f(zpXb1 ; bXb1 ; F )f(zpXf1 ; zpc2   bXb1 ; F )f(zpc2 ; w; F ) : (9)P3(yXb1 jzpXb1 ; zpXf1 ; yb2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1)w =  bXb1F   zpXb1yXb1 ! bXf1F   zpXf1yb2   yXb1 !wF   zpXb1   zpXf1yb2  : (10)P4( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zpXf1 ; yXf1 )w = zpXf1XzpNb2=0  bXf1bNf2! f(zpNb2 ; bNb2 ; F )g( bNf2 ; zpXf1   zpNb2 ; yXf1   yNb2 )f(zpXf1 ; bXf1 ; F ) bXf1F   zpXf1yXf1 ! : (11)where g( bN; z; y) is the number of ways to distribute z continuing calls and y entering calls to bN WTs such that everyWT is free. g( bN; z; y) is given byg( bN; z; y) =  bNFz  bNF   zy  b z+yF cXi=1 min(iF;z)Xj=0  bNi iFj  g( bN   i; z   j; y   (iF   j)) :A closed-form expression of RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) is obtained asRWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) = b zc2F cXbZc2=0 zc2 bZc2FXzpXb1=0 (W bZc2 )F zc2 yf2XyXb1=0 P1( bZc2 j bXf1 ; zc2 ; yf2)P2(zpXb1 jzpc2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1)P3(yXb1 jzpXb1 ; zpXf1 ; yb2 ; bXb1 ; bXf1)P4( bNf2 j bXf1 ; zpXf1 ; yXf1 ) : (12)
Blocking performance of the FPLC routing Given the steady-state distribution RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) ofa two-hop path, we can compute the blocking probability on the l-hop path by viewing the rst l 1 hops as the rsthop and the lth hop as the second hop of a two-hop path. Let P (l)5 ( bNfl ; yfl) be the probability that bNfl wavelengthsare free on an l-hop path and yfl LCs are free on hop l . Following the link-load correlation model reviewed inSection 1.1, P (l)5 ( bNfl ; yfl) can be derived asP (l)5 ( bNfl ; yfl) = FWXxfl 1=0min(FW xfl 1 ;FW yfl )Xzcl=0 b xfl 1F cXbNfl 1=0RWTLC( bNfl j bNfl 1 ; zcl ; yfl)U(zcl jyfl ; xfl 1)S(yfl jxfl 1)P (l 1)5 ( bNfl 1 ; xfl 1) : (13)where U(zc2 jxf1 ; yf2) and S(yf2 jxf1) are dened in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.Let QP(i) be the probability that the path P connecting s-d pair  has i free wavelength trunks. Let l(P) bethe length of path P. QP(i) is given by QP(i) = FWXyf=0P l(P)5 (i; yf ) : (14)QP(i) gives the stable-state distribution of the number of free wavelength trunks on a path. Let PB be theprobability that a connection request of s-d pair  is blocked. In the FPLC routing, a request is blocked if none ofthe two paths connecting a s-d pair has free wavelength. Thus PB is given byPB = QP 1(0)QP 2(0) : (15)Let jRj be the number of s-d pairs in a network, and PB be the network-wide average blocking probability. PB isgiven by PB =X PB=jRj : (16)Estimation of parameters The analysis in the last two sections can be used to compute the call blockingprobability in a multiber network with the FPLC routing. This analysis assumes that the arrival rates of calls thatleave a link, continue from a link on to the next link of a path, and enter at a link, l, c and e respectively, areknown. Typically, the trac in a network is specied in terms of the set of oered loads between s-d pairs. The callarrival rates at links have to be estimated from the arrival rates of calls to node. The complication in estimating thelink arrival rates in the FPLC routing is that a path for a request is selected using the current network status. Thusthe arrival rate on each link is continuously changing. No steady state is reached in the strict sense when the FPLCis used. We propose to use a technique based on the Erlang Fixed-Point method for Alternate routing3 to solve thisproblem. We need the following further notations: Let R(1)j be a set of the rst routes that employ link j, and R(2)j be a set of the second routes that employ linkj. Let R(1)i;j be a set of the rst shortest routes that have a subset of route from link i to j. Let R(2)i;j be a set ofthe second shortest routes that have a subset of route from link i to j. Let Pr(P 1) and Pr(P 2) be the probabilities that a call for a s-d pair  is set up on the rst and second path,P 1 and P 2, respectively.In the FPLC, a call request is set up on the rst shortest path if the number of free wavelengths on the secondshortest path is less than the number of free wavelengths on the rst shortest path. Otherwise, it is set up on thesecond shortest path assuming that the path has at least one free wavelength. Therefore,Pr(P 1) = FXi=1 QP 1(i)( iXn=0QP 1(n)); (17)
Pr(P 2) = FXi=1 QP 2(i)( i 1Xn=0QP 2(n)): (18)Recall that  is the call arrival rate at each node. The arrival rate of calls that enter at link i and continue to linkj, c(i; j), becomes c(i; j) = XPj2R1i;j Pr(Pj) + XPj2R2i;j Pr(Pj ): (19)The arrival rate of calls that leave from link i, l(i), includes calls that use link i as the rst or second route, but donot continue to link j, l(i) = XPi2R1i Pr(Pi) + XPi2R2i Pr(Pi)  c(i; j): (20)The arrival rate of calls that enter at link j, e(j) includes calls that use link j as the rst or second route, but donot include calls that continue from link i to link j,e(j) = XPj2R1j Pr(Pj) + XPj2R2j Pr(Pj)  c(i; j): (21)Given the arrival rates to each link, the conditional probabilities S(yf jxpf ) and U(zcjyf ; xpf ) can be derived (see11for details). The conditional probability, RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) depends only on the number of bers per link, F ,and the number of wavelengths per ber, W . Let  be a small positive number that is used as convergence criterion.Let J be the number of links in a network. The algorithm given below iteratively computes the approximate averageblocking probability.1. Initialization. For each source-destination pair  let PB = 0. Choose e(i), c(i; j), and l(i); i; j = 1; : : : ; Jarbitrarily for all links.2. Calculate QP(i) for every path of each s-d pair using Eqs. (13) and (14).3. Calculate the blocking probability PB for every s-d pair  using Eq. (15). If max jPB   PB j <  thenterminate. Otherwise let PB = PB , go to next step .4. Calculate c, l, and e for each link using Eqs. (19), (20) and (21), then go back to step 2.Since the arrival rate for each link can be computed individually, this method is suitable for analysis of irregularnetworks. The method is also applicable to alternate routing approaches with small modications of Eqs. (17) and(18).Implementation and complexity analysis Comparing to the link-load correlation model for single ber net-works,11,20 the analytical model has the same computational complexity except for the computation of the free WTdistribution on a two-hop path, RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2). However, RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) does not depend onany network topology and trac arrival rate. The only parameters needed to compute RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) isthe number of bers per link, F , and the number of wavelengths per ber, W . Thus RWTLC( bNf2 j bXf1 ; yf2 ; zc2) canbe computed oine. The results can be used repeatedly in dierent topologies and trac patterns, as long as theyhave the same number of bers per link and wavelengths per ber.3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSISIn this section, we assess the accuracy of our analysis model by comparing it with the simulation results. Theanalytical model is applied to a 5  5 mesh-torus network, and an irregular NSF T1 backbone network (NSFnet)with the FPLC routing. We are interested in nding the eect of multibers on the blocking performance of thesenetworks. The question we attempted to answer is how many bers are required to yield similar performance as thatof a full-wavelength-convertible network.










































(a) (b)Figure 3. Blocking probability versus number of bers in (a) a 5 5 mesh-torus network and (b) NSFnet using theFPLC routing. Trac loads are 26 and 17 Erlangs per node for the two networks, respectively. The number of LCsper link is xed at 24.In the networks we studied, the link capacity is xed at 24 light channels, i.e., FW = 24 on each link. We varythe number of bers on each link, F , from 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 8; 12 to 24, and the number of wavelengths on each ber byW = 24=F accordingly. We assume Poisson trac arrives at each node, and the destination for an arrival request isuniformly distributed among other nodesx. Each data point in the simulations was obtained using 106 call arrivals.In the approximate analysis of the FPLC routing, multiple iterations are required and the convergence criteria, , isset to be 10 5. The call blocking probability against the number of bers per link is plotted in Figure 3.a for a 5 5mesh-torus network (regular) and in Figure 3.b for the NSFnet (irregular). The trac loads are 26 and 17 Erlangsper node for the two networks, respectively. From the gure, we observed that the analytical results follow the trendof the simulation results. The analytical results are in good agreement with simulation results for small to moderatenumber of bers per link (F < 8). The analytical model slightly overestimates the blocking probability when Fis large. The analytical results closely match the simulation results, which indicates that the model is adequate inanalytically predicting the performance of the FPLC routing in dierent networks.We observed from the gures that the network performance of using a full-range wavelength converter (F=24,W=1) at every node is much better than using no wavelength conversion (F=1, W=24) in the mesh-torus networkwith FPLC routing (more than one order of magnitude). Such performance improvement is not very signicant in theirregular NSFnet. However, the network blocking probabilities decrease sharply with the increasing number of bersper link F in both of the networks, when F is small. The performance improvement becomes less signicant after 6bers per link are used in the mesh-torus network and 4 bers per link in the NSFnet. Let the ber-wavelength-ratio(FWR) be the ratio of the number of bers per link over the number of wavelengths per ber. We observed thathigh network performance using the FPLC routing is guaranteed if we keep the FWR around 25% (6=24) in themesh-torus network and 18% (4=24) in the NSFnet.We also noticed from the simulation results in Figure 3 that the best performance is achieved when F = 8 in themesh-torus network and F = 4 in the NSFnet. After that, the blocking probability increases slightly with the usageof more bers. This counter-intuitive observation results from the routing rules. In the FPLC routing, the leastcongested path is the one that has the maximum number of free wavelength trunks in multiber networks. SincexThe analytical model could also be used for non-uniformly distributed trac using Eqs. (19), (20) and (21). The uniformdistribution assumption is made only for simplicity. Note that link loads in NSFnet are non-uniformly distributed.
















































(a) (b)Figure 4. Simulation results of (a) the 5  5 mesh-torus and (b) the NSFnet networks using the FPLC routing.Trac loads are 48 Erlangs per node for the mesh-torus, and 29 Erlangs per node for the NSFnet. The number ofLCs per link is xed at 40.a free wavelength trunk may consists of one or more free lightpaths from a source to a destination (the maximumnumber is F ), a path with more free wavelength trunks is not necessary to have more free lightpaths than the otherpath. Therefore a path with more free resources may not be selected to set up a connection. The routing rule, therst path is selected if the two paths have the same number of free wavelength trunks, leads the FPLC routing to thealternate path routing when F = 24, i.e., W = 1. It has been shown in20 that the alternate path routing performspoorly compared to the FPLC routing in the mesh-torus and NSFnet networks. Thus the network performance maybe degraded if too many bers are used in the above FPLC routing. This observation suggests a new FPLC routingalgorithm: instead of counting the number of free wavelength trunks on a path, the least congested path should bedetermined by the number of free lightpaths on a path. We call this new FPLC routing algorithm as an LP-basedFPLC, and the previous FPLC algorithm as WT-based FPLC. These two FPLC routing algorithms are comparedin Figure 4 using simulation results. The blocking performance of the alternate path routing20 is also shown in thegure for comparison.In the simulation, the link capacity is xed at 40 light channels, i.e., FW = 40 on each link. We vary thenumber of bers on each link, F , from 1; 2; 4; 5; 8; 10; 20 to 40, and the number of wavelengths on each ber byW = 40=F accordingly. We change the wavelength assignment algorithm from random to rst-t,4 i.e., after apath is determined to use, the rst free wavelength with the smallest index is selected to set up a connection. Thetrac loads are 48 Erlangs per node for the 5 5 mesh-torus network and 29 Erlangs per node for the NSFnet. Weobserved from Figure 4 that the LP-based FPLC performs much better than the WT-based FPLC and the alternatepath routing in both of the networks when multiple bers are available. The network blocking probability decreasessharply with the increasing number of bers per link, F . For the mesh-torus network, the blocking performanceis improved continuously with the increasing F , but the rate of the performance improvement decreases. For theNSFnet, the best performance is achieved when F = 10. After that the blocking probability increases slightly withthe increasing F . This observation suggests that employing more bers help to improve the network performance inthe mesh-torus network with LP-based FPLC. However, in the irregular NSFnet, the benet of employing multiplebers is maximized if we keep the FWR around 20%(8=40). From the wavelength-conversion point of view, the resultsin Figure 4 also suggests that limited wavelength conversion is not only a solution to reduce the cost of wavelengthconverters, but also a solution to obtain high network performance.
4. CONCLUSIONSWe study the blocking performance of multiber WDM networks with the FPLC routing. Two FPLC routingalgorithms, WT-based FPLC and LP-based FPLC, are proposed and studied. We have proposed a new analyticalmodel based on the link-load correlation to evaluate the blocking performance of such networks. We have shownthat the analytical model is accurate for a variety of network topologies by comparing the analytical results with thesimulation results. We observed that the LP-based FPLC routing algorithm can use multiple bers more ecientlythan the WT-based FPLC and the alternate path routing algorithms. In both the mesh-torus and NSFnet networks,limited number of bers is sucient to guarantee high performance. For the irregular NSFnet, the best performanceis achieved when the FWR is around 20%. This observation suggests that determining appropriate number of bersper link is critically important to achieve high network performance. Since multiple bers have the same e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